Affiliate Application
Fax your completed application to: (772) 365-2299
Company Name: _______________________________________________________________
Street Address: _________________________________________________________________
City:________________________________ State:
Zip Code:_____________________
Phone: ______________________________ Toll-Free: _________________________________
Fax: ________________________________
Web URL (if applicable): _________________________________________________________
Owner

Instructor

Name
E-mail
Requested UserID (same
as email)
Requested Password

Affiliate Agreement
As a SCUBA-Training.net Affiliate, I agree to accept SCUBA-Training.net graduates as classroom trained and
prepared for confined and open water training. I will conduct a review of their academic training and medical
qualifications in accordance with my certification agency’s standards before beginning confined and/or open water
training. Upon the successful completion of the SCUBA-Training.net student’s academic, confined water training,
open water training and meeting my certification agency’s standards, I will certify that student as a diver with my
certification agency and notify SCUBA-Training.net of such certification.
As a SCUBA-Training.net Affiliate, I agree to ensure that a Release and Waiver of Liability will be obtained from
each student in accordance with my certification agency’s standards, naming SCUBA-Training.net and its officers,
directors, instructors, principals, agents and employees as Released Parties.
I further agree that all confined and open water skills training of SCUBA-Training.net graduates will be conducted
at the risk of Affiliate alone. Affiliate agrees to save, indemnify and keep harmless SCUBA-Training.net any and all
liability, claims, judgments, or demands, including demands arising from injuries or death of persons and damage to
property, arising directly or indirectly out of the obligations herein undertaken or out of the operations conducted by
Affiliate, save and except claims or litigation arising through the sole negligence or sole willful misconduct of
SCUBA-Training.net.
As a SCUBA-Training.net Affiliate, I agree to add SCUBA-Training.net as an additional insured under the
Affiliate’s professional negligence insurance policy, and will provide a certificate of insurance to SCUBATraining.net within thirty (30) days of signing this Affiliate Agreement.

Name:________________________________________________________________________
Signature:________________________________________Date: _________________________
Equipment Line(s) carried in your shop: _____________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Questions? Call 772 299 0057 or E-mail: partner@scuba-training.net

